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Note: These notes are taken from the web page??? Unificationism and (or) a Peace TV video clip. They cannot be
published as definitive texts and should never be used in the future as an “official” publication of True Father’s
words.

Mrs. McDevitt continued to read Father’s speech titled “Let’s Stand on God’s Side”, given at the former Korean
headquarters on June 9, 1968. Seon Jin Nim also joined the meeting. The following are some of Father’s words after
the reading.

“How difficult it was for a foreigner (Father) to make a foundation in a foreign country. But here is a huge scale of
work to be done. Here (in Las Vegas and the USA) will be the origin from which we can remove the world of ice at
the North and South poles. Who will open up those areas and be responsible for the natural resources, including all
kinds of fish? I can feel there are lots of fish here and that is our hope. This time, you realized there are lots of fish in
the northern part of the Grand Canyon, didn’t you? (Yes) There are not only fish, but also huge quantities of natural
resources to develop in this backward region, which is bigger than Asia in scale, and when we really develop those
we can conclude our activities and become the ancestors of the region.

Also, when we make a foundation with the technology of the direct negative resin mold, it will be a new origin of the
world boat-building industry. Those who are involved should not lose the pioneering spirit without taking a rest and
must be trained to do the job in a bigger scale.”

“Where did Hyung Jin go? (Hyung Jin Nim went back to Korea.) Can I reach him now by the phone? (He is still on
the airplane. He will go to the national assembly of the church leaders.) Tell him after he arrives that he does not
have to worry about father and mother. (I will, Father) Please tell him so. (Yes)”

“Among salmon, it is the king salmon that has the oiliest belly. Among the king salmon, there are white ones, red
ones, and the ones in-between. The king salmon is an endangered fish now, and so people should control the fish
catches accordingly.”

“Once you catch one blue fin tuna, you can make $50,000 to $10,000. I feel I need to do that.”

“What is Il Pyeon Dan Shim (single-hearted devotion)? There is man and woman, and why isn’t it Yi Pyeon Dan
Shim (two-hearted devotion, which are the terms coined by Father)? It is because in love there are not two but one,
and therefore, they must be buried together (after they die).”

“Man symbolizes the number 3 and woman symbolizes the number 4.”

“‘Do re mi fa sol la si do’ corresponds to Goong, Sang, Gak, Chi, Woo (names of five sounds) in Korean.”
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